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Introduction
Natural products has become the center of pharmaceutical
leads. Global Natural Products Social (GNPS) molecular
networking infrastructure gathered unprecedented amount
tandem mass spectra of natural products from thousands of
laboratories over the world. However, most of the mass
spectra do not have any annotations of the corresponding
molecule structure. The direct reconstruction of molecule
structure from mass spectra is very difficult due to the noisy
nature of mass spectrometry data. Instead, searching mass
spectra against the known molecule structure database is a
common way of annotation. However, the search over the
known molecule database will limit any structurally novel
natural products discovery. One way to propose the pu-
tative structure of natural products is through microbiome
genome mining, but it is currently limited to Ribosoma-
lly synthesized and Post-translationally modified Peptides
(RiPPs), which is a only very small class of natural prod-
ucts. Therefore, generating putative molecule structure is
of great importance for the discovery novel natural prod-
ucts and drug leads.

2D molecule structure can be represented as undirected
graph, with nodes as atoms (e.g. carbon, hydrogen, oxy-
gen, nitrogen, etc.) and edges as chemical bonds (single
or double bonds). Thus, proposing putative natural prod-
ucts structure is essentially equivalent to generating graphs.
Deep generative models have been successfully applied to
the generation of images, music and prose. Recently, it
has also been used to generate realistic graphs. Generating
molecule graph is very challenging due to the discrete na-
ture of the graph and structure constrains of realistic chem-
ical compounds.

In this project , we first do a literature survey on the models
of molecular generation/optimization and to find a suitable
model to generate putative molecule structures. We will
investigate any tailored model by training and validating it
on the known organic compounds database like QM9.
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Related Work
Graph Generation methods: Finding probabilistic mod-
els for generating random graphs that describe real world
networks is an intensively studied problem with a long his-
tory. For this goal a large number of models have been
developed. We could split those models in two categories
based on the input that they require, the data-tailored mod-
els and the non-data-tailored models.

The non-data tailored models are models that take as an in-
put only a few parameters. For example the well known
Erdős-Rényi model G(n, p) (see (2)) assumes that each
edge appears independently with probability p. Other mod-
els, like the preferential attachment model (1) try to capture
concepts like ’the rich becomes richer’, while the geomet-
ric graph model (4) assumes that the nodes are generated on
some surface and two nodes are connected if they are close
enough. The above models are easy to study due their sim-
plicity. However they usually make strong independence
assumptions and in most of the cases are unable of cap-
turing complex dependencies that we may want to enforce.
As a result they are unsuitable to model highly structured
graphs.

In contrast, data tailored model take as input a set of graphs
G and try to generate graph that ’looks like’, hence having
similar properties with, elements of G. Many of the meth-
ods used are inspired by Image and video generation, an
area where the task of finding generative models has great
success. However trying to transfer such methods to dis-
crete and highly structured data like graphs has a number
of challenges. Some of the main challenges are (in contrast
to image generation): (i) the output may vary in size, that
is in the number of nodes and/or of edges (ii) if we repre-
sent a graph by a matrix then any permutation of the notes
corresponds to a different matrix, hence a different repre-
sentation of the same graph, and therefore a given graph on
n nodes may has up to n! representations, (iii) we want to
capture complex underlying dependencies.

To overcome the above challenges recent models (see (5),
(7)) like the DGMgraph and the graphRNN use a recur-
rent structure like RNN or GRU. The basic idea is to start
from the empty graph and try to built it up by adding
nodes/edges. The recurrent structure tries to compute the
conditional probabilities of extending the current graph in
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some way, hence answering questions like should I add an
edge/node. By adding additional constrains on the order
that the nodes are generated (i.e. they correspond to a BFS
ordering) we can even reduce the number of such questions.

Regularization and optimization of adversarial training
over graphs: The discrete structure of graphs for adver-
sarial optimizations poses challenges for the backpropaga-
tion optimization algorithm. Backpropagation assumes that
samples are pulled from a continuous distribution. There-
fore several groups developed methods to overcome this
challenge. The Gumbel-Softmax distribution suggested by
(8) substitutes non-differentiable samples from a discrete
distribution with continuous samples. The gumble-softmax
continuous relaxation was used in the recurrent neural net-
works for text style generation (9) Shen et all used the
gumble-softmax with the Professor-Forcing algorithm to
help in the cross alignment of non-parallel text (10) .

Molecular Generation: The advances in the generation
of images, music, translation, text transfer over graph have
inspired researchers to use graph generation in the field of
molecular studies.

In terms of model categories, there are mainly two types
of generative models for small molecule graphs: varia-
tional autoencoder (VAE) and generative adversarial net-
works (GAN). VAEs are likelihood models that allow for
easier and more stable optimization than implicit genera-
tive models like GANs. In terms of graph generation strate-
gies, people use sequential generation, adjacency matrix
generation or SMILES generation. For sequential gener-
ation, graphs generation is formalized as a sequence of de-
cisions of generating nodes, nodes types, edges and edges
types one by the other. For adjacency matrix generation,
there is a upper bound of number of possible nodes in the
graph, and node types and edges weights are usually gener-
ated independently, which usually leads to invalid graphs.
SMILES format is a linear string representation of a chem-
ical structure. Below, we review different frameworks of
small molecule graph generation strategies.

ChemVAE (17) is a a variational autoencoder that uses
convolutional neural network to encode a SMILES string.
The latent representation is then feed into a decoder to pro-
duce SMILES output and a chemical property prediction
neural network, which enables the learning of latent repre-
sentations that are expected to have high values of desired
properties.

GrammarVAE (16) is a variational autoencoder that in-
stead of encoding a SMILES string, it first forms parse
trees according to SMILES grammar and string, then ex-
tract rules and maps these rules to the latent space.

GraphVAE (18) encodes a graph by graph convolution
network and decode the latent layer into a probabilistic

fully-connected graph containing a adjacency matrix, edge
attributes probability tensor and a node attributes probabil-
ities tensor.

JT-VAE (19) or junction tree VAE, instead of directly en-
code a graph, first decompose a graph into a junction tree
and then develops a encoder and a decoder on the junc-
tion tree representation of the graph. The recursive decod-
ing process guided by topological prediction and masking
techniques guarantees that generated molecule is valid.

We now focus on 3 distinct models used for the generation
of molecular graphs. Our proposed method draws ideas
from all 3 of them in an attempt to combine them.

MolGAN: In (3) De Cao and Kirp combined a GAN model
with reinforcement learning techniques in order to built a
DNN that aims to generate new small molecular graphs
with desired properties. Their model consists of 3 com-
ponents. A generator and a discriminator, found in GANs,
as well as a reward network . The reward network Rr takes
as input a graph and outputs a number.

The generator generates new data under some prior. Then
the discriminator tries to distinguish generated from real
data. These two parts compose a GAN. The additional re-
ward network tries to encourage the generator to adapt a
policy that takes actions with high rewards.

In reinforcement learning, a policy πθ(·), parameterized by
θ, takes as an input an environmental state s and outputs a
distribution pθ(a|s) over all the possible actions. Then an
action a is chosen according to pθ(a|s) and a step-reward
w(a) is assigned to the agent. The objective is to maximize
the expected total reward gained by the agent over θ. In
(3) they consider the generator to be the policy, action to
be the outputted graph G and reward to be Rr(G). Thus
theoretically they can train their generator (policy) using
any reinforcement learning technique. They choose to use
an off-policy actor-critic algorithm. The reward network
Rr is trained separately with both real and synthetic data.

For objective they use a linear combination of the GAN and
the RL objectives.

SCAT: Graph generative scattering network (20) has two
major components a encoder and a decoder, but we only
need to train the decoder. With fixed parameters, the en-
coder first use scattering transformation to provides multi-
scale signal representation. The signals are then normal-
ized to be Gaussian latent variables. The decoder are two
networks with fully connected layers. One is edge weights
tensor, and the other is vertex feature tensor. The two ten-
sors together will leads to a graph representing a possible
molecule structure.

CGVAE: Constrained Graph Variational Autoencoders
(CGVAE) (13) is a model for graph generation that com-
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bines the following methods: gated graph neural networks
(GGNNs) (14) and a variational autoencoder (VAE) (15).
The GGNN is a gated sequential neural network that is
used in the encoder-decoder of the VAE . The model in-
corporate domain-specific constraints, these constrains are
useful for molecules generation. The benefits of this hy-
brid model, it allows the optimization of numerical proper-
ties of molecules, is able to generate molecules matching
the statistics of the training distribution and it generates se-
mantically meaningful molecules. The downsides of using
the sequential generation of GGNN , is the loss of permuta-
tion symmetry. The loss of the symmetry is replaced with
random graph linearizations, however random graph lin-
earization needs to be constrained. Therefore they forced
the generative model component to be conditioned only on
the current state of generation.

Proposed Method
Noticeably there is a clear comparison between models
with a VAE structure and models with a GAN structure
used to generate molecular graphs in a non sequential way.
The GAN models have higher fidelity meaning that they
succeed in generating graphs that respect the properties that
a molecular graph should satisfy with higher frequency (i.e.
every vertex that corresponds to an atom of carbon should
be incident to 4 edges). However they suffer from the low
variation in the graphs that they generate. In contract VAE
models have lower fidelity, but higher variability in the out-
put. In this project we propose to combine VAE and GAN
substructures in a unified framework that may enjoys the
advantages of both VAE and GAN based models.

VAE-GAN

G Encoder Discri-
minatorz G′ 0/1Generator/

Decoder

VAE GAN

L = (1− λ)LV AE + λLGAN

Figure 1. VAE-GAN

Our first model has a VAE-GAN architecture. It is
composed by 3 components: the encoder Eρ, the de-
coder/generatorGθ and the discriminatorDφ. The Encoder
takes as an input a graph G = (N,A, F ). N ∈ {0, 1}n×T
defines the atom’s type of the vertices. A ∈ {0, 1}n×n×y
is the incident matrix. The edges correspond to bonds and
the third coordinate of A corresponds to the bond type. Fi-
nally the ith column of F ∈ {0, 1}n×f defines the feature
vector of the ith atom. G is mapped by the encoder to a d-

dimensional N(0, I) distribution. The generator/decoder
takes an an input a d-dimensional vector and outputs a
graphG = (N,A, F ). Finally the discriminator takes sam-
ples from both the dataset and the generator and learns to
distinguish them.

We train VAE-GAN by minimizing, with respect to ρ, θ and
φ, the following objective:

LV AE−GAN = (1− λ)LV AE + λLGAN (1)

where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 is a parameter. In the the case λ =
0 or λ = 1 we drop the Encoder and the Discriminator
respectively from our network. LV AE is given by

LV AE = Eqρ(z|G)[log pθ(G|z)]−KL[qρ(z|G)||p(z)].

For LGAN we used the improved WGAN loss, introduced
in Gulrajani et al. (2017) and given by

LGAN = −Dφ(x)+Dφ(Gθ(z))+α(||5x′Dφ(x′)||−1)2.

While training, if λ > 0, then for z we use the output
of the encoder. Otherwise we sample z from N(0, I).
The first two terms of the above expression correspond
to the original WGAN loss, while the third parameter is
a gradient penalty. x is sample from the data and x′ =
βx+(1−β)Gθ(z) with β being drawn from a Uniform[0,1]
distribution. α is a hyperparameter. We set α = 10.

SCAT with Validity loss

Figure 2. SCAT with validity loss

One of the main problem of SCAT is that many of the
molecule structure it generates are, although novel and
unique, not valid. With the encoding method of diffusion
graph scattering transformation and Gaussian whitening,
the molecule structure generated by SCAT has 98.1%
uniqueness and 94.2% uniqueness. However, only 38% of
the structures are valid chemical structure.

The original loss function of SCAT is the distance between
reconstructed graph and the original graph:

L(D1, D2) = T−1
T∑
i=1

[||W (t) −D1(Φ(X(t)))||

+ ||X(t) −D2(Φ(X(t)))||]
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where D1 and D2 are the decoding networks of edges
weights and vertex features, {(X(t),W (t))}Tt=1 are corre-
sponding vertex features and edges weights of training data
points. Obviously, edges and vertexes are generated inde-
pendently without any constraints. However, in realistic
molecule structure, the the node degree is determined by
the node label. For example, carbon can have up to 4 sin-
gle bonds, while oxygen can have only 2. To guide the
learning of a valid graph, we propose to add a validity loss
to the original loss function (Figure 2) as follows:

L′(D1, D2) = T−1
T∑
i=1

[||W (t) −D1(Φ(G(t)))||

+ ||X(t) −D2(Φ(G(t)))||]
+ λ ∗ relu(softmax(D1(Φ(G(t))))[0, 1, 2, 3]

− softmax(D2(Φ(G(t))))[4, 2, 3, 1, 0])

where softmax(D1(Φ(X(t))))[0, 1, 2, 3] is the ex-
pected number of bonds of the edge weights matrix,
and softmax(D2(Φ(X(t))))[4, 2, 3, 1, 0] is the expected
number of maximum bonds according to vertex feature
matrix. The additional loss encourages the total number
of bonds of each node to be less than the maximum bonds
of its node type. λ is the hyper-parameter that adjusts the
validity loss contribution. The greater λ is, the higher
validity loss will contribute to the whole loss function.

SCAT decoder with different hidden layers

The authors of the SCAT (20) noted that they found dif-
ferent results when they tested out 1 hidden layers and 3
hidden layers for the decoder ; they noticed that a single
hidden layer generates more valid molecules however the
uniqueness of these molecules are very low. On the other
hand, a SCAT decoder with 3 hidden layers can generate
unique molecules while the validity of the molecules drop.
We decided to investigate further the relation between the
number of layers in the decoder and the validity, novelty
and uniqueness. The authors correlated the difference in
the results to the complexity of the decoder; a more com-
plex decoder can generate new molecules however a sim-
pler decoder is not able to create novel molecules, yet it
is able to generate valid molecules. The authors did not
provide proof for their claim therefore we decided to inves-
tigate SCAT with 1,2,3 and 4 fully connected hidden layers.

Experiments

1. Dataset
We mainly focus on the organic compounds structure
database QM9 (22). QM9 contains 133,885 stable organic
molecules made up of atoms C (carbon), H (hydrogen),
O(oxygen), N (nitrogen), F (florine) with up to 9 heavy
atoms. The structure information of each compound in
QM9 database is in sdf format. We use the python package
’chainer chemistry’ to download and extract the molecule
structures, and convert them into structure graphs.

2. Implementation
2.1. VAE-GAN

The code of the VAE- GAN model is adapted from the code
in MolGAN github repository. It is mainly based on Ten-
sorflow 1.7.0 and chain chemistry and RDKit.

For the generator and the discriminator we closely follow
the architecture given in (3). The encoder has almost iden-
tical architecture to the discriminator. The first part of both
is a Relational-GCN with two layers and [64,32] hidden
units. At the (` + 1)th layer, the feature representation at
node i, h`+1

i is calculated via

(h`+1
i )′ = f `s(h`i , xi) +

|N |∑
j=1

|F |∑
y=1

Aijy
Ni

f `y(h`j , xi),

h`+1
i = tanh((h`+1

i )′).

f `s and f `y are linear transformation that are shared across
the nodes of layer `. Then in both encoder and discrimina-
tor the second layer of the Relational-GCN is aggregated
into a 128 dimensional vector via

h′G =
∑
v∈V

σ(r(h2v, xv))� tanh(t(h2v, xv)),

hG = tanhh′G.

Here V represents the set of nodes in the second layer and
xv its features. σ(x) = 1/(1+exp(−x)), r and t are MLPs
with a linear layer output. Their outputs, are passed ro σ
and tanh respectively and then combined by an element-
wise multiplication that is denoted in the above expression
by �.

In the generator the last 128 dimensional layer is connected
to a 2-layer MLP of dimensions 128 and 1 while in the en-
coder it is connected to a 2-layer MLP both of dimensions
128.

The decoder is a 3-layer MLP of 128, 256 and 512 hidden
units respectively. The last layer is linearly projected to
match N , A and F .
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2.2. ”SCAT with validity loss”

The code of the model ”SCAT with validity loss” is adapted
from the code in SCAT github repository. The encoder
is the same with SCAT method with 15 long embedding
feature vector for each atom. The decoder for both edge
weights and vertex features are fully connected three layer
neural networks with 128, 256 and 512 nodes in each hid-
den layer. The validity loss contribution hyper-parameter
λ is set as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32. Total number of epoches
is 300. The program is ran on Precision Tower 5810 with
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 (8G RAM). Each epoch
takes about 6 seconds. The code is mainly based on Ten-
sorflow 1.13.1 and chain chemistry and RDKit.

2.3. ”SCAT with different hidden layers”

We cloned the github SCAT directory. The code had 3 hid-
den layers by default, we have rewritten three additional
version of the codes to run for 1(128 units), 2(128, 256
units) and 4 layers(128,256 and 512 units). The epoch
number was set to 300 and it was ran on a Nvidia Geforce
GTX 980 with estimated 40 seconds per epochs for the 3
Hidden layers(with 128,256 and 512 fully connected units).

3. Results
We will compare the models based on the following statis-
tics: Validity, Uniqueness and Novelty. A molecule
(molecular graph) is said to be valid if each atom is inci-
dent to the right number of bonds. The latest depends on
the type of the molecule. Validity measures the ratio of
valid and all generated molecules. Uniqueness measures
the ratio of unique and valid molecules. Finally Novelty
measures the proportion of valid molecules that are not in
the train dataset.

3.1. Result of VAE-GAN

We train the VAE-GAN model with respect to (1) for
λ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. We graph the uniqueness, va-
lidity and novelty scores of the corresponding models in
Figure 3. For λ = 0 the V AE − GAN is equivalent to
a V AE model while for λ = 1 it is equivalent to a GAN
model. As we vary λ from 0 to 1 the uniqueness score
drops from almost 100 per cent to 0. In opposition the va-
lidity increases from a low 25 to a high 99.

3.2. Result of SCAT with validity loss

Under SCAT setting of spectral graph scattering transfor-
mation and Gaussian whitening (SCAT-SN in Table 1),
with the increase of different validity loss contribution pa-
rameter λ, the validity keeps increasing, while the novelty
and uniqueness keep decreasing. What is interesting about

Benchmarking
Model Valid Unique Novelty
CGVAE 100 98.57 94.35
GraphVAE 55.7 76.0 61.6
VAE-GAN (λ=1) 25.6 95.7 91.9
MolGan 99.2 37.1 64.5
SCAT-SN-Valid loss 82.2 85 83.9
SCAT-SN 61.35 91.29 86.23
SCAT-DW-Valid loss 51.6 96.5 91.9
SCAT-DW 38.0 98.1 94.2
SCAT-SN-1 layer 67 87.93 86.65
SCAT-SN-2 layers 96.94 12.33 95.67
SCAT-SN-3 layers 65.37 91.24 85.75
SCAT-SN-4 layers 47.12 93.44 90.79

Table 1. Performance comparison of different molecular structure
generative model. Bold rows are the models proposed in this pa-
per. SCAT-SN represents SCAT with spectral graph scattering
transformation and Gaussian spherization. SCAT-DW represents
SCAT with diffusion graph scattering transformation and Gaus-
sian whitening.

the the trend is that when the validity loss contribution
parameter is small, the validity rate increases very fast,
while the uniqueness and novelty only decreases very
slowly (Figure 4), which makes it possible to greatly
enhance the validity rate by sacrificing only a little portion
of unique and novel structures. Overall, the number of
valid novel and unique structure will be hugely increased.

As is shown in Table 1, SCAT-SN with validity loss is the
most balanced model in terms of the three metrics. It even
outperforms some of the previous methods like GraphVAE
in all the three metrics. Under SCAT setting of diffusion
graph scattering transformation and Gaussian whitening
(SCAT-DW), although validity loss help increase the va-
lidity rate, but the uniqueness and novelty rate drops also
very quickly.

3.3. Results of SCAT with decoder of different hidden
layers

As per the results in Table 1, we ran the SCAT decoder
with fully 1,2,3 and 4 connected hidden layers. except for
the decoder with one hidden layer, the number of layers is
found to be correlated with the increase in uniqueness e.g
number of layers 2,3,4 have uniqueness of 12, 91 and 93
respectively. The novelty is not associated with the number
of layers and the validity is anti-correlated with the number
of layers;layers 2,3,4 have 97, 65 and 47 validity respec-
tively.
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Figure 3. The performance of VAE-GAN. We trained our model
with respect to the objective given in (1). The blue, red and green
graphs represent the validity, novelty and uniqueness respectively
of our model as we vary λ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}.

3.4. Molecule structure

Figure 6 shows samples of generated molecules via SCAT
+ validity loss. The number below each molecule is the
Quantitative Estimate of Drug-likeness (QED) score out-
putted by the RDKIT. First, it can be seen that although
all of them are valid in terms of the number of bonds for
each type of atoms, they might still be unstable and can
not exist at all. For example, some of them has triangle
substructures, which is rarely seen in the nature. On the
other hand, the QED scores of the generated structures are
not high enough to be drug lead. Thus, a generative model
that can generate a structure with special property might be
more useful in real application.

Conclusion
Our first model, VAE-GAN, combines both VAE and GAN
architectures. By considering only the validity and the
uniqueness metrics we see that all the in-between models
are incomparable, meaning there are no two models such
that the first one dominates in both metrics the second one.
However if in addition we consider the novelty, Figure 3
suggest that it may be optimal to consider a purely GAN or
a purely VAE model than the set of models .

SCAT with validity loss, as expected can help increase the
validity rate of the generated molecule structures. Since the
validity rate increase very fast, with only a slight sacrifice
of the uniqueness and novelty rate, the SCAT with validity
loss can finally gives a very balanced model (all the three
rates are high enough).

Figure 4. The performance of SCAT with validity loss over dif-
ferent validity loss contribution. The x-axis represents validity
loss contribution hyper-parameter λ. The blue, red and green
graph tracks the validity, novelty and uniqueness respectively of
our model as we vary λ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}.

SCAT decoder with different hidden layers.

As seen in the results as the number of layers increase in
the decoder. The SCAT is able to generate more unique
molecules at the price of the molecules validity. The
validity of a molecules seem to be anti-correlated with
the uniqueness. The novelty of the molecules generated
doesn’t seem to be associated with the number of layers.
The number of layers can be a hyperparamter that can be
searched to generate molecules with high uniqueness and
high validity.

For real world application, in order to make the generated
structure as realistic as possible, we should not only con-
sider the number of bonds that can be linked to an atom,
other properties like stableness of a novel structure should
also be taken into account. Moreover, in some scenarios,
it will be more useful to build a generative model that can
produce molecule structures with special properties such as
the potential to be a drug lead. Therefore, an addition re-
ward network might be added to any of the proposed mod-
els. In addition, in order to generate some special types of
small molecules like antibiotics, the specialized database
needs to be developed and adversarial samples should be
choosen carefully.
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Appendix A

Old division of work
In phase I of the project, the work is going to be split be-
tween the three authors; Liu will prepossess the databases
to generate the adjacency matrices for the graphs of the pu-
tative structure of natural products. Michael will identify
the state of art in molecular graph generation and summa-
rize his findings to discuss with his colleagues. Nadim will
learn about the available open source framework for graph
generation and start coding the first pipeline. The three au-
thors will further discuss the prepossessing, literature re-
views and the coding steps with Hao Zhang. The discussion
will be important to tackle any significant designs issues
early on. The three authors will meet regularly the contin-
uous development of the methods, to evaluate designs and
to decided on the needed experiments. The coding and de-
velopment of the deep generative model will be distributed
between the authors.

By the end of phase I, the deliverables will be : the final-
ized versions of introduction and background sections , a
method section that contains the initial progress, the devel-
opment of initial version of the deep generative model for
2D structure of natural product with preliminary results and
a revised plan of activities for the final report. Therefore by
the end of Phase 1, we expect to be able to cross all the
checklist of the Midway report.

After the Midway report and during Phase II ( March 29-
April 20) the authors will further discuss the preliminary
results with Hao Zhang and decide on the final design of the
algorithm to adopt. The authors will write and run sets of
experiments to verify further and validate their model. The
methods and experiments sections will be written during
phase II.

At the final Phase III, the authors will wrap the project, fin-
ish the write-up and add their conclusion and future work.
The main effort during Phase III is to iterate on the final
report until it is well polished and revised.

Revised plans of activity
We were able to comply with most of the activities sug-
gested in the old division of work. However, we expected,
to start experimenting with our models and to have pre-
limnary results by the midway report. During our group
meeting, we acknowledged this delay and we decided to
put more time in the project for the two weeks after the
midway report. We will focus on implementing and exper-
imenting on models 0, 1 2 and 3 . Models 0-3 have faster
training time than model 4 , therefore we can iterate faster
on the design of 4. Model 4 is going to be slow to train
on a single GPU, we will try to distribute the training on

multiple GPUs by modifying the CGVAE code.

We expect to compensate the lost time of Phase I and in
Phase II, therefore we will discuss our prelimnary results
with Hao Zhang, and pick the best model out of four that is
worth validating and optimizing. Therefore, Phase II will
be: Two weeks after, the midway report, we expect to gen-
erate preliminary results for Models 0, 1, 2 ,3 and 4. We
will select the best model depending on the validity and
uniqueness of the molecules generated. Then,The authors
will write and run sets of experiments to verify further and
validate their model. The methods and experiments sec-
tions will be written during phase II.

Final Phase III will be as above: ”At the final Phase III,
the authors will wrap the project, finish the write-up and
add their conclusion and future work. The main effort dur-
ing Phase III is to iterate on the final report until it is well
polished and revised.”


